27th April 2016 at 7:00pm

Castlecurragh

You said……

1. There is ongoing anti-social behaviour in Castlecurragh Heath, especially relating to youths coming from Tolka Valley park at night.

You said……

2. Cars have been vandalised and windows broken in Castlecurragh

You said……

3. Resident of Castlecurragh found youths trying to steal his car at 2:00am

Tolka Valley Park

You said……

4. There is regular drinking and anti-social behaviour at the wall beside the river in Tolka Valley Park

You said……

6. Lots of rubbish along the Tolka River

Wellview
5. A gang of youths in Wellview constantly engaging in anti-social behaviour

You said......

7. A van is consistently being parked in a dangerous position at the top of Wellview Avenue

Mick Walsh Park

You said......

8. There are still motorbikes being driven in Mick Walsh Park

Smell in Mulhuddart

You said......

9. The smell emanating from the drains at the roundabout outside the Community Centre is constantly a cause of complaint

Drugs

You said......

10. Drugs in the area continue to be a problem

You said......
11. Syringes have been found in two locations 1) on the green space on Dromheath Drive 2) the end of Dromheath Grove on the piece of waste ground